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The "prime directive" is a rule our Alien ET friends and cousins respect, obey and enforce. It 

says no visitor to Earth may interfere in a way which changes human history beyond what we 

decide voluntarily or is caused by natural forces.  

 

Communication is not blocked by this rule. Humans retain control over our actions and reactions 

to communication from & with Alien ET visitors. Let's unpack this topic. 

 

Q: Why are we not contacted by visitors more frequently?  

C: Humans are contacted for a reason or purpose.  The study of coyotes is disturbed by  

human contact attempts, just as human behavior would be.  

 

Q: Why then was any contact ever made? 

C: Contact has been continuous; humans were created by visitors. The relative unawareness 

for many humans, of extraterrestrial cousins is a human decision. There is no first contact 

concept, this is not possible. 

 

Q: Why are we mostly observed, and only a very few humans are contacted? 

C: Most humans fear contact. Human scientific authority, such as deceased astrophysicist 

Stephen Hawking, warned humans about contact. Mr. Hawking was deemed an expert on outer 

space by many humans. Such statements either create or reinforce the notion visitors to Earth are 

dangerous.  

 

To reverse this idea, requires significant, meaning widespread and continuous, contact. Doing so 

would become interference and distortion, and quickly.  

 

Your extraterrestrial cousins are not concerned with their public relations image as far as humans 

are involved, in fact this is not considered by them. Few humans even willing to believe alien 

extraterrestrials exist, beyond the few humans who know from firsthand personal experience that 

they do, have concern for mankind's image around the local star cluster, inside Earth's federation 

or group, or in general.   

 

Q: If so few humans are aware alien extraterrestrials exist, how will enough of us ever come 

to a point where we can ask for across the board revelation and disclosure? 

C: This question speeds past a human decision which answers the question itself. Many 

humans are aware of the topic but disbelieve. This is largely because human leadership is 

composed of default liars.  

 

In general, an elected official will tell a lie more easily than the truth. This is not to say the truth 

is rare, that lies are abundant. Such officials know that lying can be found out, but if a lie will 

protect the position of the politician, the maker of public policy, and such liar believes it can be 

kept hidden, deception usually prevails.  

 

Against this backdrop, the human decision to conceal or reveal alien extraterrestrial contact was 

made. Despite appearances, humans do control government and do control revelation or 

disclosure by governments of what government people know.  

 



This citizen control applies to many topics, more than a few unrelated to alien extraterrestrials. 

Human history offers many examples of collective human resistance to and even violent 

overthrow of central authorities.  

 

In the current age, the factor of information inundation has been added and used to manipulate 

humans. Censorship occurs as it has since the written word became possible to spread, now 

extending to written and spoken information, however the greatest tools used to manipulate are 

emotion, ignorance dissonance. 

 

Information disliked is flooded with countering information. The observer is most likely to 

become confused by it, and believe neither side. For the opposition, this is good. We suggest 

consideration of an election. If between two candidates, the difference between winner and loser 

is five percent or less, this means ninety five percent or more voters cancel out one another. The 

winner is s/he who tips the five or fewer percent her/his way. To tip public opinion, a 

counterflood of equivalent opinion is put out. Then a small specific but very carefully aimed bit 

of information is directed to the emotions of the five or fewer percent, largely ignored by the vast 

majority. 

 

The risk of revealing extraterrestrial contact was unknown, thus not taken when enough such 

information was learned by human central authorities. As time passed and more information 

became available, specific things were concealed as other things were not attempted to be 

hidden. 

 

Because the core group, with knowledge and much evidence that the general public in many 

nations would believe, knows most citizens are given to skeptical dismissal, the few who speak 

out are allowed to. Without the required evidence humans demand, the topic never evolves 

beyond an interesting discussion. 

 

Your extraterrestrial cousins are content to allow humans to endlessly discuss them, if that is 

what humans want.  

 

If humans however choose to ask extraterrestrial cousins to appear in a broad, widespread way, 

they will.  

 

The idea that a government should reveal what it knows, is a way of thinking trained into the 

population. By asking the visitors themselves to reveal their presence and contact, the visitors 

would also reveal everything governments know which has been covered up. 

 

If the citizenry asks for this, the citizenry will get it.  

 

Humans enjoy listening to and obeying authority. Some do not, and these resistors are easily 

neutralized by a similar if not smaller group among the followers who eagerly attack them. The 

followers see resistance as corrosive to their preferred view of order, and distrust the absence of 

control. It makes them quite uneasy, so vigorous control efforts are put up in order to restore 

order by removal of doubt.  

 

Q: Human skepticism requires photos, audio, video and human testimony as to the 

authenticity, of alien ET encounters. What needs to be done to make this happen?  

C: Enough of you ask for the visitor cousins to visit and explain how.  

 



Q: Once the witnesses, audio and video are ready, how would censorship be overcome? 

C: Flood the air and internet waves with them. Be ready to compensate witnesses for loss of 

income and assets, pay legal fees for defense of criminal charges and for the occasional 

disappearance of certain speakers.    

 

If the notion sticks that substantial extraterrestrial contact and information have been deliberately 

concealed, it is natural to expect citizens to demand revelation of other concealed pieces of 

information in other areas. 

 

The HCPs are aware of this risk and have already taken steps to prevent this from happening.  

 

In the USA you will notice how a large protest with a tiny percentage of intruders within, has 

been labeled an insurrection. You will notice how one political party decided that dislike of the 

events justified removal proceedings against the USA's president, with no evidence the president 

recruited, organized, supplied or instructed protestors.    

 

This event is an example of information flood, cognitive dissonance and neutralization. These 

techniques are used to mold human opinion on many topics, to maintain and enhance 

government authority.  

 

The citizenry of Planet Earth will have to convince their chosen leaders part of the human 

created hierarchies, or by popular vote and sentiment, that alien extraterrestrial contact should 

happen. 

 

Then humans have to listen without fear. Having just a few listen who can then repeat the 

message to others, is a good way to begin. This website's creator produced a book on the topic. 

The citizenry is not generally interested in this information because they do not believe the 

source. 

 

Humans want video on a news show in which they already believe, told to them by a program 

host they already believe. This is human training and perspective. It is up to humans to change 

this. 

 

Humans want extraterrestrial interference, which is what broad disclosure would become without 

permission. 

 

Your ET cousins are trying to get humans used to the idea, by intentionally revealing their 

presence when cameras are known used, but human stubbornness is difficult to crack without 

interference.  

 

Q: Are our extraterrestrial cousins concerned we would do harm to ourselves with certain 

technologies? 

C: Yes and no. Humans already have the capability of doing immense harm to the human 

race with technology humans discovered and developed. New technology given to humans 

would be used for profit and power as the priority but do little if anything to improve human 

societies. This aspect can be avoided easily by distributing the technology widely, so that no one 

person or group could control it. This is another way to have across-the-board disclosure of alien 

extraterrestrial presence.  


